
Errata corrige in dissertation “Cell-Permeant Fluorescently labeled 
Peptides” by Andrea Giordano 
 
Two citations have been omitted by mistake. Text and citation numbers have to be 
changed both in the text and in the “References” section. Moreover, some minor 
corrections to the text need to be done. Please, follow the guideline reported below. 
 
A. Changes in the text (line number includes chapter title/subtitle): 
 
Pag.11; line 23; correct text “acetoxy (AM)” with “acetoxymethyl (AM)” 
 
Pag. 13; line 5; substitute reference “(Chan, 2000)” with citation number “[154]” 
 
Pag. 13; line 13; change citation number from “[154]” to “[155]” 
 
Pag. 17; title; change citation number from “[154]” to “[155]” 
 
Pag. 32; title; add chapter number “3.14” before title “Mammalian cell culture,…” 
 
Pag. 40; line 7; change citation numbers from “[32, 83, 101, 155, 156]” to  
                         “[32, 83, 101, 156, 157]”; 
             line 8; change citation number from “[157]” to “[158]” 
 
Pag. 41; line 6; change citation numbers from “[32, 157]” to “[32, 158]” 
 
Pag. 47; line 8; change citation number from “[158]” to “[159]” 
 
Pag. 49; caption Fig. 4.2.3.; correct text “(see also footnote 1)” to “(see also footnote 13)” 
 
Pag. 60; line 3; change citation number from “[159]” to “[160]” 
              line 10; change citation number from “[159]” to “[160]” 
 
Pag. 77; line 17;  change citation numbers from “[17, 160]” to “[17, 161]” 
 
Pag. 80; line 12;  change citation numbers from “[161]” to “[162]” 
 
Pag. 93; line 1;  change citation numbers from “[162, 163]” to “[163, 164]” 
              line 9: change citation numbers from “[164]” to “[165]” 
              footnote 18: correct citation number from “[169]” to “[166]” 
 
Pag. 98; line 16;  change citation number from “[165]” to “[167]” 
              line 29;  change citation number from “[166]” to “[168]” 
              bottom;  change citation number from “[159]” to “[160]” 
 
Pag. 103; line 3;  change citation numbers from “[75, 125, 137, 167]” to  
                            “[75, 125, 137, 169]” 



                line  10; change citation numbers from “[168-171]” to “[170-173]” 
                line  15; change citation numbers from “[172]” to “[174]” 
                bottom: change citation numbers from “[118, 167, 173]” to “[118, 169, 175]” 
 
Pag. 144; reference 126; correct alignment of the text “Proceedings of the Thirteenth….” 
 
B. Changes in the numeration of citations in the References section 
(from pag. 115) 
 
Following the changes to the text as reported above, the numeration of citation in the 
References section must be changed accordingly: 
 
1: manual insertion of the new reference [154] (omitted by mistake), pag 115:  
[154] Chan, W.C. and  White, P.D. eds., Fmoc solid phase peptide synthesis: a 
practical approach. The practical approach seriers 222. 2000, Oxford University Press: 
Oxford; New York. xxiv, 346. 
 
2: the old numeration in the list then changes as follows: 
reference numbers [154] Mergler, etc 
 [155] Gius, etc. 
               …..up to  [164] Rothman etc. 
change into [155], [156], ….. [165] respectively. 
 
3. manual insertion of the new reference [166] (omitted by mistake), pag 116: 
[166] Dinkel, D.M., O. Wichmann, and C. Schultz, Versatile reagents to introduce caged 
phosphates. Tetrahedron Lett., 2003. 44(6): p. 1153-5. 
 
4. the old numeration in the list then changes as follows: 
reference numbers [165] Fischer, etc. 
                              [166] Coder, etc. 
                up to …..[173]  
change into [167], [168], ….. [175] respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 


